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Abstract—A recently proposed Built-In Self-Test (BIST)
method for analog/RF circuits requires stimuli generator, mea-
surement acquisition, and decision making circuits to be inte-
grated on-chip along with the Device Under Test (DUT). Practical
implementation of this approach hinges on the ability to meet
strict area and power constraints of the circuits dedicated to
test. In this work, we investigate a cost-efficient implementation
of a neural classifier, which is the central component of this
BIST method. We present the design of a reconfigurable analog
neural network (ANN) experimentation platform and address
the key questions concerning its cost-efficiency: a fully analog
implementation with strict area and power budgets, a learning
ability of the proposed architecture, fast dynamic programming
of the weight memory during training, and high precision non-
volatile storage of weight coefficients during operation or standby.
Using this platform, we implement an ontogenic neural network
(ONN) along with the corresponding training algorithms. Finally,
we demonstrate the learning ability of the proposed architecture
with a real-world case study wherein we train the ANN to predict
the results of production specification testing for a large number
of RF transceiver chips fabricated by Texas Instruments.

I. INTRODUCTION
Despite strong financial and business incentives, developing

a fully stand-alone Built-In Self-Test (BIST) solution for ana-
log/RF circuits remains an elusive objective. The fundamental
limitation is that it is technically and economically impos-
sible to integrate the instrumentation needed for measuring
analog/RF performances on the chip itself. As a result, a
cost-effective analog/RF BIST solution must rely on low-cost
measurements obtained through on-chip sensors, along with
an on-chip mechanism for deducing, based on these simple
measurements, whether the chip meets its specifications or
not. While numerous statistical analysis and machine learning
methods have been proposed in the last decade for accurately
learning the correlation between simple measurements and the
pass/fail label of an analog/RF chip, they are all implemented
in software [1]–[4]. Therefore, off-chip processing is required,
resulting in non-BIST solutions. Variations utilizing on-chip
DSP or micro-controller have also been investigated [5], yet
such resources are not always available or accessible for BIST.

In this work, we propose to integrate on-chip dedicated
circuitry for deciding pass/fail based on simple on-chip mea-
surements to achieve a fully stand-alone analog/RF BIST
solution that can be used for low-cost production test as
well as in-field periodic test. This dedicated circuitry comes
in the form of a neural classifier, which is configured and
trained after production to effectively distinguish compliant
from non-compliant functionality in the low-cost measure-
ment multi-dimensional space. To investigate this approach,
we have designed and fabricated an integrated circuit which
serves as a neural network platform. This platform allows
us to experiment with various neural classifier topologies

Fig. 1. Target Analog/RF BIST architecture [7].

and training algorithms [6]. Thereby, we can demonstrate not
only the ability of an on-chip neural classifier to accurately
produce pass/fail labels in silicon, but also the technology and
implementation details that make this approach suitable for
on-die integration for fully stand-alone BIST purposes.

The proposed analog/RF BIST architecture, shown in Fig-
ure 1, was first introduced in [7], along with our first neural
network experimentation chip. That chip served as proof-
of-concept that we can adequately learn how to separate
passing and failing populations in silicon, and its effectiveness
was demonstrated on synthetic test data from a simple Low
Noise Amplifier (LNA). Furthermore, it was a mixed-signal
implementation with volatile SRAMs serving as the storage
mechanism for holding the learned synapse weights of the
neural network. As such, neural classifiers based on this
technology would be rather bulky for on-die integration and
would require an on-chip EEPROM for holding the synapse
weights to support long-term in-field test.

In contrast, our new neural network experimentation chip is
fully analog and employs floating gate (FG) technology [8],
resulting in a very dense and low power-consuming design.
Other features include the ability to perform fast dynamic
weight programming during training and high-precision non-
volatile storage of the learned weights. The effectiveness of a
neural classifier built in this technology in deciding pass/fail
based on simple on-chip measurements is demonstrated using
production test data from an RF transceiver fabricated by
Texas Instruments. The remainder of this paper is structured
as follows: Section II introduces the design of the neural
network experimentation platform. Section III discusses the
development of a simulation model for the designed hardware.
Section IV introduces the training strategy and Section V
presents hardware measurement and characterization results.
Finally, Section VI compares the effectiveness of a neural
classifier implemented on this platform in correctly classifying
production test data to its software equivalent.
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II. DESIGN OVERVIEW

A. System Description

The block diagram of our ANN is presented in Figure 2.
The core of the design is a 30×20 array of synapses (S);
each row is locally connected to a corresponding neuron (N).
Global connectivity is programmable by means of multiplexors
inserted between rows. This allows the core to be configured
into several learning structures, including a multilayer percep-
tron [6] and an ontogenic neural network [9]. The former is
a three-layer network of fixed topology with programmable
number of neurons in each layer. In contrast, the ontogenic
configuration allows for the network topology to be learned
dynamically in parallel to its weights.

The information processing inside the core is analog; the
signals and weights are represented by balanced differential
currents. The current signal domain and the translinear princi-
ple offer a wide variety of mathematical functions, including
multiplication and tanh-like transformation [10], whereas the
differential coding allows for four-quadrant multiplication. A
single weight value requires two current sources for differ-
ential current storage. It appears that the overall learning
ability depends – to a great extent – on the “quality” of these
sources. The ideal implementation should have the following
characteristics: high precision, non-volatile storage and fast
bidirectional update. To this end, we designed a novel current
storage cell (CSC) featuring two modes of weight storage:
dynamic, for rapid bidirectional update, and non-volatile, for
long-term storage of learned weights. The dynamic mode is
engaged during training, when the weight values undergo
multiple changes. Once the best set of weights is found,
their values are copied onto the floating gate transistors for
permanent storage.

Surrounding the core are the peripheral circuits providing
support for fast programming, configuration storage, and in-
terfacing with the external world. In particular, the “DVI”
blocks convert voltage-encoded input signals into balanced
differential currents required by the core. Not only does it
simplify the interface with the off-chip stimuli generator, but
it also allows a direct connection of on-chip sensors with
voltage output. The row and column controls isolate individual
CSC cells from the array for weight programming. Finally, the
circuits at the bottom facilitate network training by transferring
some of the programming related tasks on-chip. In particular,
a digitally-controlled current source “IDAC” generates target
currents for dynamic programming of the CSC. Both the “IV”
and the “DIV” blocks convert the output current supplied by
the core into voltage, which is captured by an off-chip ADC.
For high accuracy we use the single-ended current to voltage
converter “IV”, which is necessary for floating-gate transistor
(FGT) programming. This block constitutes a part of a fast
current measurement system; the current values are derived
from the measured voltages using characterization data of
the converter. The “DIV” block converts differential currents
produced by the network output into differential voltages.
Although less accurate, this is useful for quick network output

Fig. 2. Top level chip architecture.

evaluation in run mode. During training, however, accurate
estimation of the error between the network output and the
target value is necessary, which can only be furnished by the
“IV” converter.

B. Weight Storage Mechanism

The principle of our CSC, a building block of the weight
memory, is presented in Figure 3. At the core of the circuit is
the floating gate PMOS transistor P1 (enclosed by the dashed
box), whose drain current is the entity being stored. The drain
current is modulated by the voltage on the FG (node 1), which
is itself determined by the FG node charge and the gate voltage
(node 2). Manipulating the charge value constitutes the non-
volatile storage mode. For dynamic storage of the gate voltage
we use a simple sample-and-hold (S/H) circuit comprising a
MOS capacitor P4 and a switch transistor P3. The cascode
transistor P2 is inserted to minimize the drain coupling effect
to the FG node and also to isolate the drain from the main
circuit during programming.

We selected two mechanisms for non-volatile programming
of FGTs. Hot-electron injection is used to add electrons to the
FG, thus, lowering its voltage and increasing the drain cur-
rent. Conversely, Fowler-Nordheim (FN) tunneling is used to
remove electrons from the FG. Although the two mechanisms
allow for bidirectional charge transfer, due to the difficulties
in on-chip routing of high voltages and poor controllability we
use FN tunneling for global erase. Injection, on the other hand,
is used to program individual FGTs to a target current with
high accuracy. First, the FGT of interest is isolated from the
containing circuitry by raising the global vcasp and connecting
its drain to the bit line. Next, we ramp up the avdd and apply
a series of short pulses to the bit line, measuring the drain
current with the “IV” circuit after each pulse. The amount of
charge injected during each pulse depends on both the source-
to-drain voltage and the duration of the pulse. For accurate
injection we adopt the algorithm described in [11], however,
using a pulse-width instead of a drain voltage modulation.

For fast bidirectional weight updates during training we
use the dynamic storage. In this mode, the CSC of interest
is isolated from the array, the gate is shorted to the drain,
while the drain is connected to the “IDAC” block. The “IDAC”
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Fig. 3. Current storage cell. Fig. 4. Synapse circuit. Fig. 5. Neuron circuit.

is programmed to sink the desired current, thereby charging
the dynamic capacitor P4 and forcing the diode-connected FG
transistor to supply equal current. Once this self-biasing loop
is stabilized the switch transistor disconnects the gate. Crucial
items in this programming scheme are the accuracy of the
“IDAC” current source and the switch non-idealities. While
the S/H circuit is kept very simple, we perform thorough
calibration of the “IDAC” block to match the accuracy of
dynamic programming to that of FGT injection.

C. Synapse Circuit

The synapse circuit, illustrated in Figure 4, implements a
four-quadrant multiplication function [12]. The circuit features
two CSC cells for differential weight components storage and
a six-transistor core, enclosed by the dashed box. Provided
the core transistors are identical and there is no mismatch, the
output differential and common mode currents are obtained by

I+out − I−out =
I+in − I−in
I+in + I−in

(I+w − I−w )

I+out + I−out = I+w + I−w

(1)

where I+in, I−in are the differential components of the input
signal and I+w , I−w are the differential components of the
weight value. The core results in a very compact layout, while
most of the area is occupied by the CSC cells due to the
dynamic capacitors (approximately 1 pF each).

D. Neuron Circuit
The neuron circuit, illustrated in Figure 5, applies a non-

linear activation function to the sum of the outputs of the
connected synapses. For summation, the positive and negative
components of the synaptic outputs are connected to the
corresponding I+in and I−in terminals of the neuron circuit.
The non-linear transformation is completed in two stages.
The first stage, represented by P1-P8 and the feedback loop,
performs input normalization and gain control. In particular,
the feedback loop adjusts the common mode to the value
Iscale, which is stored in the CSC. This also affects the slope
of the activation function. We use this property to adjust the
neuron to the number of synapses, as well as to the specifics
of a learning task (i.e. regression or classification).

Non-linear transformation of the normalized current I+s −I−s
is performed by the second stage [12]. Assuming the transis-
tors N1-N6 are identical and utilizing the translinear principle,
the output differential and common mode currents are obtained
by

I+out − I−out =
(I+s )

1+κ
κ − (I−s )

1+κ
κ

(I+s )
1+κ
κ + (I−s )

1+κ
κ

· Ineur

I+out + I−out = Ineur

(2)

where κ is the subthreshold slope; Ineur sets the common
mode current of the neuron output.

III. HARDWARE SIMULATION MODEL

Silicon implementation deviates from the ideal mathemati-
cal neural network model due to such factors as multiplication
circuit non-linearity, limited dynamic range of signals and
weight coefficients, limited precision of weight updates, and
mismatch, which is particularly prominent in minimum size
subthreshold circuits. Evidence of limited dynamic range can
be found by taking a closer look at the synaptic equation
(1). The input signal, for instance, enters the equation in the
normalized form of (I+in− I−in)/(I

+
in+ I−in), which effectively

limits the range of the first multiplier to [-1, 1], regardless of
the common mode current. The range of the weight coefficient
(I+w − I−w ) is limited by its common mode current. Non-
linearity of the multiplication characteristic is caused by mis-
match between the circuit components. Furthermore, mismatch
in current mirrors results in synapses from the following layer
each seeing a different copy of the same signal from the
previous layer.

In order to understand the effect of our silicon implemen-
tation on the overall learning ability, we built a simulation
model capturing the most salient features of our ANN: limited
dynamic range of weights and signals, limited precision of
weight programming, and mismatch. We use the following
mismatch model of a transistor operating in weak inversion

Id = λIse
κVg/Ut (3)

where Vg is the gate voltage, Ut is the thermal voltage and
λ is the gain factor, which combines the effect of geometry
and threshold voltage variation. The closed-form equations of
the synapse output currents with mismatch factored in can be
obtained by

I+out =
I−w

1 +
I+in
I−in

λ1λ4

λ2λ6

+
I+w

1 +
I−in
I+in

λ3λ6

λ1λ5

I−out =
I+w

1 +
I+in
I−in

λ1λ5

λ3λ6

+
I−w

1 +
I−in
I+in

λ2λ6

λ1λ4

(4)

where λ1-λ6 are the gain factors of synapse transistors N1-N6.
Similarly, the neuron circuit output currents are obtained by
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I+out =
Ineur

1 + ( I
−
s

I+s
)

(κ+1)
κ

λ1λ3λ
1/κ
5

λ2λ4λ
1/κ
6

I−out =
Ineur

1 + ( I
+
s

I−s
)

(κ+1)
κ

λ2λ4λ
1/κ
6

λ1λ3λ
1/κ
5

(5)

where λ1-λ6 are the gain factors of the neuron transistors N1-
N6. It should be noted that without mismatch, i.e. λ1 = λ2 =
... = λ6 = 1, the above equations (4) and (5) reduce to (1) and
(2), respectively. The effect of mismatch between the current
mirror transistors is modeled by

Iout = (λ1/λ2)Iin (6)

Numerical values of the gain factor mismatch for different
transistor sizes and operating currents fabricated in a similar
technology can be found in [13]. In particular, we assume a
10% mismatch for the core 4/2 µm transistors biased at 1 nA.
A network instance is created by generating random λi for
each synapse, neuron and current mirror circuits from a uni-
form distribution centered at 1 with 10% standard deviation.
Limited precision of the programming circuitry is modeled
by setting a lower limit on the weight update values. The
estimated error of the programming circuitry is below 0.5 nA,
which, for our range of interest (from 0.5 to 200 nA), results
in 8-bit programming accuracy. In simulation, a corresponding
result is achieved by setting the minimum update current equal
to 1 nA. The dynamic range of weight coefficients is limited
by setting their common mode current I+w + I−w to 200 nA.

IV. TRAINING STRATEGY
We employ a cascade-correlation (CC) algorithm for train-

ing our ontogenic neural network [14]. The algorithm not
only optimizes weight values, but also searches for the best
architecture by progressively adding more neurons to the
existing topology. Suppose that our current stage has M − 1
hidden neurons, as shown in Figure 6. Ŷ Hi represents the
output of the i-th hidden neuron, while Ŷ Oi is the output of
the network when it has i hidden neurons. The M -th hidden
neuron is added at the bottom so that it sees the primary
inputs X1, ..., Xk as well as all the outputs of the preceding
neurons Ŷ H1 , ..., Ŷ HM−1. Next, we train this neuron to maximize
the correlation between its output Ŷ HM and the training error
of the previous stage EM−1 =

∑
(YT − Ŷ OM−1)

2, where
YT represents the target class labels. Once the correlation
is maximized, the weights of this neuron become permanent
and the output layer is retrained to minimize the error on the
training set, i.e. EM =

∑
(YT − Ŷ OM )2. Note that in each step,

only the weights of the neuron being added or of the output
neuron undergo modification, while the other weights are
kept unchanged. We proceed adding neurons until a stopping
criterion is reached, which in our case is a classification error
on a validation set. The correlation maximization and the
error minimization are accomplished with the help of an im-
proved resilient back propagation algorithm (iRPROP+) [15].
Originating from the family of first-order gradient descent
algorithms, it uses weight perturbation for gradient estimation
and local learning rate adaptation for faster training.

Fig. 6. Ontogenic network training.

V. MEASURED RESULTS

In this section, we present the characterization results of
the core circuits and verify the correctness of our hardware
simulation model compared to silicon data. The die photograph
of the chip fabricated in a 0.5-µm CMOS technology is shown
in Figure 7. The core of the chip occupies 1.5×2.5 mm2 die
area and features 20 inputs, 30 neurons and 600 synapses. We
emphasize that this is an experimentation platform that allows
us to explore models of various scales. The final models to be
integrated on chip for the target BIST application will be much
smaller. The power consumption largely depends on the chip
configuration and the common mode current values. For the
sake of concreteness, we assume that the signals and weights
have a common mode current of 200 nA and Iscale is also set
to 200 nA. The power consumption of the synapse and neuron
circuits operating from a 3.3 V power supply are 2 and 3.3
µW , respectively.

As a first step, we calibrated and tested all of our peripheral
components using external instruments. The achieved linearity
for the “IDAC” and “IV” blocks for currents in the range
from 0.5 to 200 nA was around 8 bits. Next, we evaluated
the efficiency of our CSC memory. For the non-volatile
storage, using the characterization data from a random set of
FGTs we built an injection model allowing us to predict the
programming pulse length (ranging from 1 µs to 300 ms)
producing the desired increase in a drain current. For currents
from 0.5 to 200 nA range the estimated programming error
was below 0.5 nA implying an accuracy of more than 8 bits.
For the dynamic storage, we evaluated the leakage rate, caused
by the reverse biased junction of the switch and resulting in
weight distortion over time. It appears that the leakage currents
depend on the stored voltage with the worst case voltage
change rate of 1.6 mV/s. In terms of the CSC’s output, 1
bit current change occurs in 200 ms for the worst case output
current of 200 nA. This necessitates periodic refresh of the
dynamic memory, which happens automatically on the weight
memory update during training.

Finally, we use this characterization data to verify the
validity of the simulation models of the underlying silicon
architecture, as described in section III. Figures 8 and 9
illustrate the silicon measured and the simulated characteristics
of the synapse circuit for 30 equidistant weight values from
-200 to 200 nA. The input differential current is produced
by the “DVI” converter, while the output currents in Figure
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Fig. 7. Die photo. Fig. 8. Measured characteristic of a silicon synapse
circuit.

Fig. 9. Simulated characteristic of a synthetic
synapse circuit.

8 are measured by the calibrated “IV” block. Note how the
simulation model captures the effect of mismatch manifesting
itself via the observed non-linearity and DC offset. Similar
conclusions can be made regarding the neuron circuit in
Figures 10 and 11. Here, Ineur is set to 200 nA, while the
slope is controlled by varying Iscale from 5 to 200 nA. This
property is used to adjust the input dynamic range of the
neuron to the number of connected synapses.

VI. CASE STUDY

To demonstrate the performance of our neural network
platform on a real-world BIST problem, we used production
data from an RF transceiver fabricated by Texas Instruments.
We considered a particular specification test performance of
this device, and trained our hardware model to classify devices
as passing or failing this particular performance based on a
replacement set of low-cost measurements known as On-Chip
RF Built in Tests, or ORBiTs [16]. As a comparison baseline,
we also trained a software version of the ONN.

A. Data Set Structure

The data set we employ is from a total of more than 80
thousand devices collected from 12 wafers. The first wafer is
used for training, while the remaining wafers are tested by the
trained network to assess its classification performance. For
each device, the data set contains the ORBiT measurements
and the specified performances in the data sheet. Specifically,
there are 739 ORBiT measurements and 367 performances.
We selected the most sensitive RF performance P resulting
in the highest percentage of failing devices1. Out of all OR-
BiTs we consider only the continuous-valued measurements.
Furthermore, we remove outliers from the training wafer, as
we do not wish outliers with non-statistical signatures to have
leverage over the feature selection process. This is done by a
“defect filter” with a µ±6σ response resulting in the removal
of approximately 3% of the device instances2. Finally, we
employ Laplacian score feature selection [17] to reduce the
problem dimensionality and retain the top 10 features.

1Our NDA with TI precludes us from revealing details regarding the exact
RF performance we experimented with, or the yield for this device.

2Note that this step is necessary only for the training set, and subsequent
outliers are not removed in this fashion.

B. Information-Rich Training Set

One challenge with the original training set is the sparsity
of failing devices, which is typical of a mature commercial
process. For the purpose of training, however, it is desirable
to have a balanced data set with a commensurate number of
failing devices. To combat this effect and improve classifier
performance, we employed non-parametric density estimation
to generate synthetic training instances. To do this, we fit
the joint probability density function of the 10 features using
the instances from the first wafer. Subsequently, the estimated
density is sampled to generate an information-rich training
set that has a more balanced population of good, faulty, and
critical devices across the decision boundary, in a similar
fashion to the approach taken in [18]. It should be noted that
the training set thus obtained is “biased” in the sense that it is
enhanced with a large number of faulty devices. Therefore, it is
only used for training purposes, whereas the true classification
performance is calculated on the original set of test wafers.

C. Training Results

Assembling the preceding steps, we arrive at the complete
analysis approach shown in Figure 13. The training set is used
to train both the hardware classifier model and the identical
software classifier. To overcome the problem of overfitting
the training data we set aside a portion of this data for
validation. Figure 12 illustrates a single instance of training
for both networks. In particular, the horizontal axis represents
the number of hidden neurons, whereas the vertical axis is the
validation error. Training starts with a single hidden neuron
(left side) and progresses until it reaches 20 hidden neurons
(right side). To accommodate an increasing number of inputs
in the hardware model, we uniformly change Iscale from 200
nA for the first hidden neuron to 400 nA for the output
neuron. Note that the minimum validation error, signifying
achievement of the best network size, is reached well before
the end of training. The residual oscillations of the validation
curve are due to high overlap in our synthetic training set,
which is densely populated with device instances around the
decision boundary. Even minute shifts of this boundary cause
noticeable change in the validation error. All in all, the best
hardware (11 hidden neurons) and software (9 hidden neurons)
models exhibit 5.15% and 6.03% test error, respectively, when
applied to the chips of the remaining 11 wafers.
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Fig. 10. Measured characteristic of a silicon neuron
circuit.

Fig. 11. Simulated characteristic of a synthetic
neuron circuit.

Fig. 12. Training curve.

In summary, our on-chip hardware classifier performs on
par with the state-of-the-art software solutions; the remaining
observed error is due to limitations in the discriminatory
capacity of the low-cost measurements and can be addressed
with more discriminative measurements and guard-banding
[1]. Moreover, this BIST classification accuracy is achieved
entirely via on-chip circuitry, without reliance on any external
test equipment, thereby dramatically lowering production test
cost and supporting in-field periodic test.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
The key take-away point of this work is that a cost-effective

FG-based implementation of an on-chip neural classifier brings
fully stand-alone analog/RF BIST a step closer to realization.
Through a reconfigurable ANN experimentation platform,
which we designed and fabricated in 0.5-µm technology, we
demonstrated that it is possible to construct and train an on-
chip neural classifier which can successfully assess whether
a chip complies to its RF specifications using inexpensive
on-chip measurements. More importantly, the implementation
details of the neural classifier make it suitable for on-chip
integration: it features very low power consumption, small
footprint synapse and neuron circuits, and a novel dual-mode
weight storage memory which allows fast dynamic training
and non-volatile weight storage to support both production
test and in-field test. Effectiveness of such a neural classifier in
accurately generating pass/fail labels was evaluated using pro-
duction test data from a large number of RF transceiver chips
fabricated by Texas Instruments, demonstrating performance
on par with the state-of-the art off-chip software classifiers.
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